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1.  The equestrian visual tradition 
 

The Greek and Roman Icons 
 

Throughout history artists have so adhered to the iconography of triumph 
that it must have been well known and passed-on by numerous sources. 
Many stories originate from Alexander the Great who embodied the 
Greek ideal of manliness: à!"#$ (‘arête’ and ‘virtus’ to the Romans).1 He-
roic legends about Alexander and his horse Bucephalus were passed 
down by Pliny the Elder (23-79 AC),2 and retold by Leon Battista Alberti 
(1404-1472) in his paper De Equo Animante in ca. 1444.3 These mirror 
Homer’s conception of the spiritual qualities attributed to the winged 
Pegasus, who, born from the union of Poseidon and the Gorgon Medusa, 
was granted immortality when he flew. When Bucephalus was killed at 
the Battle of Hydaspes River (326 BC), Alexander immortalised him by 
founding a new city Bucephalia. Such tales augment the Greek tradition 
about the myth surrounding horses. For example, the goddess Athena was 
also called Hippia, ‘Horse-goddess’, and was said to have invented and 
driven the chariot in the war of the Gods against the Giants. 
 The iconic Alexander Sarcophagus; various Greek grave stelea, 
coins, and a huge monument honouring the Battle at Granicus River 
(N.W. Turkey) that Alexander commissioned Lysippos in 334 BC, are 
exemplary for the iconography of triumph. To commemorate the battle, 
Alexander ordered an equestrian memorial of the twenty-five companions 
who had died in the first assault with his own image amongst them. The 
monument was originally erected at Dion in Macedonia, but was later 
moved to decorate the victory monument of Metellus in Rome.4 There are 
no remains of it, but Roman writers Pliny the Elder, Arrian (ca. 86-160 
AD), and Velleius Paterculus (ca. 19 BC-31 AD) have reported of similar 
stories, and the Museum of Archaeology in Naples holds a bronze statue 
found at Herculaneum in 1761, which is ascribed as being a 1st century 
AD adaptation of part of Lysippos’ Granicus statue (fig. 1).5  

                                                             
Facing page: detail of fig. 5. Anonymous, Charles entering Bruges, 1515. 
1 John Fuller summarises Alexander’s nobility as, ‘His innate sense of royalty, of kingship 
not based on power but on nobleness of bearing, on chivalrous conduct and as living as a 
king should, overshadowed every action of his astonishing career.’ Fuller, J.F.C. The Gen-

eralship of Alexander the Great. New Brunswick, N.J. 1960: p. 58. 
2 Pliny. Natural History (trans.), H. Rackham. W.H.S. Jones, D.E. Eicholz, n.d. Web. 
3 Alberti, Leon Battista. De Equo Animante. Basel, 1556. 
4 Bieber, Margarete. ‘The Portraits of Alexander the Great.’ Proceedings of the American 

Philosophical Society, 93, no. 5 (1949): p. 183-188. 
5 The statue is well preserved because it remained covered by ash in Herculaneum. It has 
been dated by the National Archaeological Museum of Naples as being 1st century AC, and 
it probably is a copy of an original of the last decades of the 4th century BC, because it has 
sufficient Hellenistic characteristics. The way the horse is rendered resembles the San 
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 The pathos created by fallen enemy became a central theme to 
Hellenistic and later to Roman battle scenes,6 which can, for example, be 
clearly recognised in the Alexander Mosaic from Pompeii. Found in the 
House of Faun, and removed from the floor of the room called the exedra 

to the Museum of Archaeology in Naples, the mosaic is very imposing, 
measuring 650 x 350 cm. Fashioned, according to Pliny, after a lost Greek 
painting by Philoxenos of ca. 300 BC, Alexander on horseback is seen       
defeating Darius III, in a chariot, at Isis (Southern Anatolia).7 What makes 
the battle scene so important is that it depicts an actual historic happening, 
which effectively led to the deification of Alexander. This invention by 
Philoxenos is unique for until then only allegories of mythological stories 
formed the usual subject matter of paintings, pottery, or mosaics.8  
 The composition of martial triumph is also found in a medallion 
of ca. 220-306 AD, showing Alexander stereotypically as a victorious 
horseman above a defeated Persian opponent (fig. 1a). It likely based on a 
much earlier Hellenistic coin.9 In short: the Greeks laid the foundation for 
the archetypical equestrian composition of visually depicting victory.  
  

The statue of Marcus Aurelius (121-180 AD) is iconic, in terms of its de-
sign, placement, and clarity of the propagandist message (besides it being 
one of the very few statues that survived the barbarians and Christians).10 

                                                                                                                                          
Marco horses in Venice, whose dating is similarly complicated and disputed. The support 
is modern, and various materials that would have decorated Alexander and Bucephalos’ 
eyes are lost. It was found together with of a statuette of a bronze horse also kept in the 
National Archaeological Museum of Naples (inv. 4894). 
6 Hölscher: p. 23. 
7 Janson, Horst. W. History of Art. 5th (rev. ed.). New York, 1997: p.152. 
8 Hölscher: p. 26. 
9 Dahmen, Karsten. Medallions from Aboukir (cat.). Calouse Gulbenkian Museum. Lisbon, 
p. 6. Twenty gold medallions were discovered in 1902 in Egypt, in one hoard. Practically 
all the medallions are based on the iconography of the Hellenistic coins. 
10 Very few other Roman equestrian statues survived intact. One of the most notable, al-
though it no longer exists, was that of Emperor Theodoric. On his way back from Rome 
after being crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 800, Charlemagne had it removed from 
Ravenna and brought to his palace complex in Aachen (there are no illustrations of the 
statue, and it is unknown what happened to it). See Thürlemann, Felix. ‘Die Bedeutung der 
Aachener Theodorich-Statue für Karl den Grossen (801) und bei Walahfrid Strabo (829).’ 
Archiv für Kulturgeschichte 59-1, 1977: pp. 25-65. It is possible that this statue served as 
an example for the Magdeburg and Bamberg riders of the thirteenth century, and possibly 
even the Cangrande monument in Verona. See for this Reinle 1984: p. 260, and Janson 
1970: p. 164. Other statues that survived are the so-called Regisole in Padua; a Roman 
statue once placed on a very high column, and which according to extant sketches bore 
great likeness to Marcus Aurelius. Napoleon’s soldiers used it for target practice. See for 
this Heydenreich, L.W. ‘Marc Aurel und Regisole.’ In Gramber 1959: pp. 146-59. Then 
there was the statue of Justinian in Constantinople placed on a very high column (and 
pulled down by the Turks in 1453). See Lehmann, P. W. ‘Theodosius or Justinian? A Ren-
aissance Drawing of a Byzantine Rider.’ Art Bulletin, 41, no. 1 (1959): pp. 39-57. There 
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No equestrian statue so combines all the key motifs required for the 
communication of authority. The emperor radiates total ease: his feet are 
without stirrups (not yet invented); the reins (long gone) hang slack in his 
left hand.11 His body is comfortably settled deep in the saddle, head at 
ease with eyes relaxed. The larger than life-size bronze-gilded statue    
depicts the horse going forward at an active but controlled trot with the 
head a little over-bent as he takes the bit. A horse fit for royalty, with a 
proportionately slightly larger rider to make the emperor seem more 
magnificent, or, as others will argue, to compensate for him being seen 
from below.12 This is a genuine horseman, not just an emperor in eques-
trian pose. His hand gesture signals greeting or pacification. 
 Likely made during the emperor’s lifetime (as was usual; there 
was an efficient bronze casting industry) and first placed on the Lateran 
Field (Campus Lateranensis),13 east of the basilica, little else is known. By 
the mid-6th century the church seized control over the pagan and profane 
monuments not destroyed, and these were held in a depository at the Fo-
rum.14 It is not until the 12th century that Master Gregorius, an English 
visitor to Rome, actually saw an equestrian statue at St. John Lateran, and 
confirmed its identity. He wrote, ‘The rider was called Theodoric by the 
pilgrims (who probably came from the north and had seen the statue of 
Theodoric in Aachen, see below), Constantine by the Romans, but Mar-
cus, or Quintus Quirininus by the better-informed cardinals and leading 
officials of the curie.’15 In the Middle Ages, images of men on horseback 

                                                                                                                                          
still exist two bronze statues of father and son Nonius Barbus (ca. 60 AD. Archaeological 
Museum, Naples), and of a youth in marble (ca. 1-50 AD. British Museum, London).  Fi-
nally, for equestrian fragments, see Bergemann 1990: passim. 
11 Liedtke suggests that the left hand once carried an orb surmounted by a small victory. 
See Liedtke 1989: p. 146. However, when the statue was being restored I had a chance to 
climb on a ladder but detected no repairs in the hand, as there are under the right hoof, 
which may have rested on an object for stability in the early Middle Ages (see note 15). 
12 Sculptor Arthur Spronken, who made a Dutch financed copy of Marcus Aurelius in the 
early 1980s to safe the original statue from air pollution (the project was aborted in 1993 
when the Italian government withdrew it’s support for political reasons, see De Volks-

krant, Friday, June 17, 2011), believes that the over-sized emperor was meant to compen-
sate for being seen from below, befitting the Greek architectural tradition.   
13 Campus Lateranensis was the place of the emperor’s birth and early education, and in 
former days the house of his grandfather Verus. See Gregorovius, Ferdinand. History of 

the City of Rome in the Middle Ages. 1872. Republished, Cambridge, 2010: p. 161.  
14 Musto, Ronald G. Apocalypse in Rome: Cola di Rienzo and the Politics of the New Age. 

Berkeley, 2003: p. 51. Others remains are the colossal head and hand of Constantine and 
the bronze she-wolf later reunited with Romulus and Remus. 
15 An English visitor to Rome, Master Gregorius, tells us in his Narracio that, ‘the statue 
was originally placed on four gilded bronze columns in front of the altar of Jupiter on the 
Capitol, that Gregory the Great threw it down and moved the columns to St. John Lateran, 
and that Roman people re-erected the horse and rider in front of the Lateran Palace.’ See 
Master Gregorius, Narratio, quoted in Rushforth, G., McN. ‘Magister Gregorius de 
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were often seen by the pious as being depictions of Constantine the Great; 
the baptised emperor whom the Church called its First Sentinel. This is 
noteworthy, for by allowing the statue to be seen as being that of Con-
stantine, the church probably had saved it from destruction, yet knowingly 
used this pagan symbol of power for its own propaganda.  
 It is unclear when the Church conceded that Marcus Aurelius did 
not represent Constantine, but around 1466, pope Sixtus IV (1414-1484) 
had the statue restored with the purpose of transferring it to the Piazza del 
Campidoglio. This did not happen and neither did a plan in 1498, which 
was part of a programme for repositioning ancient statues in an effort to 
show classical interest and renewal.16 In 1536, Michelangelo received a 
commission from the Farnese pope Paul III (1468-1549) for the statue’s 
base, and the redesign of the piazza.17 This was on behalf of a politically 
very important visit by the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, planned for 
that year, although Michelangelo finished it decades later.18 He designed 
the piazza essentially as seen today, but it was not completed until 1940, 
on order of Mussolini (1883-1945). The statue is placed in the centre of 
three concentric rings of steps, and the pavement is delineated by an oval 
stonework design, divided into a stellate pattern radiating from the base 
of the statue. The design, in the words of Camins, ‘suggests that the Em-
peror rides in the centre of the cosmos, as cosmocrator or ruler of the 

                                                                                                                                          
Mirabilibus Urbis Romae: A New Description of Rome in the Twelfth Century.’ The 

Journal of Roman Studies, 9 (1919): pp. 14-58. See also the translation by Morgan 1889. 
Thereafter, we know only what is seen on some fifteenth and sixteenth century illustra-
tions, namely that the statue was positioned near to Lateran Palace. See Maarten van 
Heemskerk’s drawing of 1536 (Marcus Aurelius in front of St. John in Lateran, 1534-36. 
Drawing, 32 x 15 cm. Staatliche Museen, Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin). Next to the statue 
four columns are partially buried in the left foreground of the drawing. See for this: Fehl, 
Philipp. ‘The Placement of the Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius in the Middle Ages.’ 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institute, 37 (1974): p. 363. On the continuation 
sheet of Heemskerk’s drawing there is at least one short column with a platform on top, 
which suggests that it was equipped to exhibit a sculpture. The drawing also shows a 
statue of a lion, which may have served as a support for the platform. In the Mirabilia Ur-
bis Romae there is mention of a barbarian cowering under the right front hoof of the 
horse. It is doubtful whether this can have been Roman, as it does not match the iconogra-
phy and the pictorial tradition of Roman authority. However, certain ancient repairs on the 
horse’s right-raised hoof indicate that it once may have rested on an object to stabilise the 
group. See Vaccaro, Alessandro Melucco, and Anna Mura Sommella (eds.). Marco Aure-

lio, Storia di un Monumento e del suo Restauro. Milan 1989: p. 237, and fig. 190. 
16 Camins 1981: p. 13.  
17 There is still some dispute as to the lost mathematical, and/or architectonical principles 
Michelangelo used to calculate the size of the base, and when he finished it. It certainly 
was not delivered for the occasion of Charles V’s visit (Van Heemskerk’s drew it in 1536). 
See for this: Sommella 1997: pp. 46-63, and Vaccaro 1989: pp. 157-168. 
18 For a detailed review of Charles’ visit to Rome in 1536, see Setton, Kenneth Meyer. The 

Papacy and the Levant, 1204-1571. Philadelphia, 1984: pp. 394-402. 
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world. The rays, like a corona of the resplendent sun Apollo, indicate his 
majesty.’19 Considering Charles V’s visit, Michelangelo’s design effec-
tively included a symbolic, political and propagandist message: even 
though Charles was emperor, Rome was the caput mundi, the centre of 
the Christian world, and the Piazza Campidoglio its focal point.20 Since by 
now pope Paul III was aware of the statue’s imperial history, it was also 
symbolizing Rome’s secular position in the world.  
 Finally, Caesar having an antique equestrian statue of Alexander 
placed in front of his Roman temple Venus Genetrix, demonstrates that 
the Romans also used ‘positioning’ as communication method; in this 
case by Caesar, who capitalised on Alexander’s virtues.21 Charlemagne 
similarly capitalized on that method when he brought an equestrian statue 
of his Teutonic predecessor and hero, Emperor Theodoric (471-526 AC.), 
from Ravenna to his palace complex in Aachen in 800.22 

The transition through the Middle Ages 

The so-called Barberini ivory (fig. 2) exemplifies how imperial visual 
power was transformed to meet Christian purposes.23 This iconic image of 
the emperor Justinian of ca. 550 (34.2 x 26.8 cm), depicts a Nike figure 
crowning him, whilst Earth, seated on the ground, opens a fold of her 
mantle laden with fruits and supporting Justinian’s foot. To the left be-
hind the horse appears a barbarian identifiable by long pants and cap 
looking up in astonishment. In the left panel appears a general wearing a 
cuirass and offering a Nike figure to Justinian. The bottom panel depicts 
other barbarians offering the bounty of their lands. The upper panel 
shows a youthful, Apollo-like figure of Christ in a medal with symbols of 
the sun, moon, and stars being borne by two angels. The relationship of 
this panel to the central panel of Justinian demonstrates the source of his 
power. The choice of the beardless Christ was perhaps made to draw the 
likeness to the beardless image of the emperor.24  

                                                             
19 Camins 1981: p. 13. 
20 See for an appraisal of the caput mundi concept of the piazza, Ackerman, James S. 
‘Marcus Aurelius on the Capitoline Hill.’ Renaissance News, 10, no. 2 (1957): p. 69. 
21 Gabucci, Ada. Guide to Ancient Rome.  Milan, 2000: p. 64. Suetonius writes that Caesar 
wept at seeing a statue of Alexander for he had achieved so little at the same age. See, Sue-

tonius (trans.) Graves 1957: p. 15. 
22 Op. cit. note 10. 
23 A gift by Nicolas Claude Fabri de Peiresc to Cardinal Barberini in the early 17th century, 
see for this Gaborit-Chopin, Danielle. ‘Editions de la Réunion des musées nationaux. Byz-
antine,’ Paris, Louvre, 1993, notice 20. 
24 Whilst there is no dispute that the ivory was made in Byzantine Constantinople, some 
historians have linked it to Constantine the Great. However, similar style elements are 
found on a gold medallion issued to commemorate Justinian’s victory against the Vandals 
and the conquest of North Africa in 534 AD. See for this gold medallion, Justinian, copy, 
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 What is remarkable about this ivory is the action and command its 
key subject projects: the kind of action so absent in images of the period.25 

Most noteworthy is the frontal view of horse and rider. Generally, the 
Romans meant their statues to be seen from the front, and as Michelangelo 
had positioned Marcus Aurelius on the Piazza Campidoglio. However, 
two-dimensional equestrian images were historically presented from the 
side, the silhouette obviously being the most symbolic—if not easier— 
form of representation. Not here however: the horse seems to jump right 
out of the plane, whilst the Emperor has full command over the rearing 
steed. With his right hand he firmly plants his royal standard in the van-
quished Vandals in the lower panel. This both increases his valour and 
distances him from the fallen enemy. This motif seems to be the precursor 
of saints slaying the dragon. The story of St. George originated in the 4th 
century, but gained traction during the crusades. Particularly in the course 
of the Renaissance the image of horse and rider virtually curled around 
the dragon he is about to slay, became iconic.26 
 In the early 12th century a related motif was sculpted, but this time 
devoid of any pathos. On the east wall of St. Hilaire church in Melle, 
France (fig. 3), the classical gesture of domination is portrayed: a barbar-
ian being trampled. It is not known if this passive looking rider is a local 
noble, or Constantine. Although it is difficult to reconcile a trampling  
gesture with Christianity, it has been suggested that this type of rider was 
also seen as representing the defender of Christianity,27 and stylistically 
based on Roman Imperial prototypes.28 During the same period a variant 
triumphant composition evolved. In this type the horse performs an awk-
ward kind of leap (only the front feet appear to be of the ground), with the 
rider carrying armour and sword, and depicted en silhouette. This type is 
not only seen in Romanesque churches, or on tombstones,29 but also in the 

                                                                                                                                          
Istanbul, Topkapi Palace Museum. Some commentators have opted for Anastasius’ (491-
518), second husband of the empress Ariadne (d. 515). However, the stylistic differences 
do not allow for any definite correlation. See for this the Louvre’s notes on the ivory. 
25 Horst Janson suggest the ivory is derived from Marcus Aurelius, which it clearly is not. 
See his History of Art (5th rev.), New York, 1997: p. 254. By the 4th century AD, Greek 
grave stelea depicting triumphant scenes, such as that of Dexileos (Archaeological Mu-
seum of Kerameikos), were readily available to copy for such imperial commissions. 
26 Rubens, St. George and the Dragon, 1608. Oil on canvas, 309 x 257 cm. Madrid, Prado. 
27 Kingsley Porter 1923, 1: pp. 187-92, quoted in Seidel. Linda, Holy Warriors: The 

Romanesque Rider and the Fight Against Islam: p. 33-77. In Thomas Patrick Murphy 
(ed.). The Holy War. Columbus 1976. Seidel argues that these statues represent French and 
Spanish warriors fighting against the Islamic invasion. However, northern pilgrims, who 
visited Romanesque churches on their way to Compastela, may have passes-on imagery of 
the statue of Theodoric in Aachen, believing it to be of Constantine the Great. 
28 Crozet 1970: pp. 14-58. 
29 For example that of Guilelmus in the second cloister of SS. Annaunziata at Florence of 
ca. 1289. See Panofsky, Erwin. Tomb Sculpture, Four Lectures on its Changing Aspects 
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16th century, when Charles V was portrayed as such shortly after having 
been crowned as King of Germany in 1519 (fig. 11). This type was to be 
used in military scenes, and by many of Europe’s rulers and aristocrats, 
as, for example, Otto I of Nassau (Chap. 2, fig. 5).30 It finds its apotheosis 
in Titian’s monumental painting of Charles V after his victory at Mühl-
berg, in which he is portrayed as a Christian knight (Chap. 2, fig 11).31 In 
short, the Greek and Roman triumphant composition evolved into both a 
‘saintly’ (St. George) and a ‘knightly/military’ (Charles V) type.  
 Erwin Panofsky described the transition from Roman to Medieval 
art particularly pointedly when he wrote, ‘wherever a sculptor or painter 
borrows a figure or group from a classical work of art he almost invaria-
bly invests it with a non-classical, viz., Christian meaning’.32 However, a 
work’s departure from the Christian meaning should also be discussed. At 
about the same time of the emergence of the ‘knightly type’, equestrian 
memorials of rulers and warlords became divorced from their actual rest-
ing place, and eventually even moved to outside the church altogether. 
This is first seen in the so-called Bamberg Rider (fig. 4). Finished in 1237, 
it is an early example of independent sculpture in Europe: until then most 
sculptures were dependent on their specific architectural setting. Initially, 
it was thought to represent Constantine, befitting the earlier mentioned 
Romanesque tradition. More recently, historians have argued that the rider 

most likely is Frederick II, who had participated in the commissioning of 
Bamberg Cathedral.33 Here the equestrian image clearly serves as symbol 
of rulership, and it was to be followed by a long list of similar secularized 
memorials that are found particularly in Northern Italy.34  
 Artists designing equestrian poses in the Renaissance also harked 
back to antiquity for the classical influence was making itself felt: men on 
horseback no longer trampled barbarians, but dominated by mental supe-
riority. Verrocchio’s statue of Bartolomeo Colleoni (fig. 18), for example, 
transferred the positive connotations of Roman glory to this mercenary. 
The kind of power Verrocchio’s imbued in Colleoni’s facial features was 
a reflection of virtù; but of valour in the Roman sense, not of humility, 
but of manliness, and courage with energy and intelligence. In short, the 
type Machiavelli was to write about two generations later. 
                                                                                                                                          
from Ancient Egypt to Bernini. New York 1964: p. 84, and Janson 1970: p. 162. See also 
the seal of Count Floris V of Holland, October 13, 1285, fig. 17. 
30 See Hoop Scheffer, D. de (ed.). Vorstenportretten uit de eerste helft van de 16de eeuw: 

Houtsnede als propaganda [ex. cat.]. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, 1972. 
31 Panofsky, Erwin. Problems in Titian, Mostly Iconographic (The Wrightsman Lectures 
under auspices of the New York University Institute of Fine Arts). New York, 1969: p. 84. 
32 Panofsky quoted by Carl Landauer. ‘Erwin Panofsky and the Renascence of the Renais-
sance’, Renaissance Quarterly. Vol. 47, No. 2, (Summer, 1994): pp. 263. 
33 Reinle 1984: p. 260. 
34 For a list see Intro., note 61. 
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The Burgundian equestrian heritage 

In the early 16th century two important events in the use of equestrian im-
agery by leading aristocrats in the Low Countries coincided and formed 
the basis for adaptation on behalf of later generations of stadholders. 
These events are the portrayal of family members grouped in a series 
thereby focussing on their dynasty rather than on the individual (as had 
been the tradition of European rulers), and their public display through 
the modern printing press. In addition, rulers and aristocrats are shown at 
the hunt by way of tapestries used as visual propaganda, which marked 
their status as well as acting as metaphor for military competence. 

Charles’ joyous entry in Bruges 

When Charles, Archduke of Austria, came of age early in 1515, he was 
invited to a series of ceremonies, which would confirm his formal inaugu-
ration as ruler of the Low Countries. He visited Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, 
Antwerp, Middelburg, and Leiden. Vying for his attention these cities 
created large pageantries that outdid each other in splendour and com-
plexity, and there was much competition and propaganda.35 Here the city 
positioned itself–by way of a splendid entry–versus other cities.  
 This is not the place to write about the joyous entries, about which 
much has been reported,36 but one is of particular interest, because it was 
recorded in great detail and accompanied by many illustrations: the joy-
ous entry of Charles in Bruges on the eve of 14 April 1515. In fact, two 
recordings were made, the first was a presentation copy, which cost five 
pounds, on commission from the city of Bruges by Remy du Puys;37 the 
second was a printed version by the Parisian Gilles de Gourmont; both 
books are of 1515.38 By using this publisher in Paris, the Bruges city 
council probably wished to ensure additional publicity for its festivities.39 
Du Puys’ book passed from Charles to Mary of Hungary (1505-1558). 
The books are not exactly the same; Du Puys’ issue contains 62 pages and 
32 full-page coloured illuminations; the Gourmont 40-page version con-
                                                             
35 Blockmans, Wim, and Esther Donckers. ‘Self-Representation of Court and City in 
Flanders and Brabant in the Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth Centuries.’ In Showing status: 

representation of social position in the Late Middle Ages (ed.). Wim Blockland and An-
theun Janse, Turnhout, 1999: pp. 81-111. 
36 Snoep, D.P. Praal en Propaganda. Triumpalia in de noordelijke Nederlanden in de 16e 

en 17e eeuw. Utrecht 1975. And see Landwehr J. Splendid Ceremonies, State Entries and 

Royal Funerals in the Low Countries, 1515-1791. Leiden, 1971; and: Blockland 1999, for 
a very concise and well-structured overview, pp. 81-111. 
37 Today in the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod. 2591. 
38 Gourmont, Gilles de. La tryumhante Entrée de Charles Prince des Espagnes en Bruges 

1515. A facsimile with an detailed introduction by Sidney Anglo. Amsterdam, New York, 
1973: p. 7.  
39 Blockland 1999: p. 108. 
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tains 33 woodcuts, 27 of them full-page.40 The Gourmont version is likely 
based on Du Puys, or both on yet another version.41 Besides two of the in-
troductory illuminations from Du Puys’ book, a woodcut in Gourmont is 
also discussed here, because that version must have enjoyed hundreds of 
readers, and was therefore accessible to artists who wished to make use of 
its illustrations.42 
 Bruges had good reasons to organize such a splendid entry and to 
make a beautiful book of the occasion. The city had hit on hard times 
since its access to the North Sea was silting-up, and it had not received 
much attention from the Burgundian rulers, or from Maximilian I. They 
were hoping that Charles could, as it were, turn the tide. His entry com-
menced at nightfall so that fireworks could enhance the specially made 
festive structures, arches, and even mock water battles. Various fractions 
organized different pageants, but the sequence of events was extremely 
well structured, and had a high intellectual quality. The overall theme was 
that the citizens of Bruges were like the Children of Israel, and that like 
Moses; Charles could lead his people from the wilderness.43 
 The two introductory illuminations are among the most refined 
equestrian images of any of the joyous entries. The first shows Charles 
leaving the castle at Maele near Bruges (property owned by the Counts of 
Flanders), accompanied by footmen and riders, and further back, by his 
aunt Margaret of Austria riding with three ladies (fig. 5). Charles’ youth-
ful appearance draws attention, but also his elaborately decorated mount 
with plumed headgear. It was usual to depict armoured horse and rider 
(fig. 8),44 but this decoration is unique in its luxury. An oddity is the fact 
that Charles’ horse rears, since all the other horses seem perfectly at ease. 
Horses will not rear unless they are frightened or forced to do so by their 
rider. Charles’ spurs do not visibly drive his mount, so presumably the 
painter is suggesting the prince’s triumphant rulership. 
 The second introductory illumination shows Charles and his en-
tourage leaving Bruges (fig. 6). In the background, Bruges’ Porte Sainte 
Croix is adorned with the prince’s arms. This time Charles’ mount is not 
decorated, and to his side ride two companions, and his aunt is seen riding 
side-saddle on the bridge leaving the city. What is strange in this illumi-
nation is that whilst only two horses are depicted leading the party, three 
riders are portrayed. Either the artist found it too complex to fit-in a third 
horse, or, at this stage in the development of equestrian imagery, artists 

                                                             
40 Reprinted by the Société d’Emulation de Bruges in 1850, see Anglo 1973: p. 7, note 3. 
41 Anglo 1973: p. 7-11. Codex 2591 has not been seen by me first hand. 
42 Blockland 1999: p. 108. 
43 Ibid: p. 26. 
44 See also, Charles V at the Battle of Mühlberg (Chap. 2, fig. 11), and: Hoop Scheffer: 
1972: p. 46, cat. 52.  
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and their commissioners found the historical narrative more important 
than it’s visual expression. Since in this study a large number of Nassau 
cavalcades are discussed, the question is if artists in later centuries had 
similar difficulties in thus portraying men riding in close-knit formation? 
 One equestrian woodcut in Gourmont’s edition is of particular   
interest from the perspective of this study. It shows a representation of 
Alexander the Great riding Bucephalus whilst his father King Philips 
holds the reigns of the rearing steed (fig. 7). Beneath it are two trampled 
men. In Du Puys’ illumination the horse’s hooves are marked with the 
four letters, G, B, F, and Y, indicating Ghent, Bruges, the Franc, and 
Ypres.45 These markings relate to Plutach’s story of King Philip’s telling 
his son to seek another realm because his own was too small. ‘Just as 
Bucephalus could only be tamed by Alexander, so Flanders could have no 
other rightful lord than Charles’ (the letters are not found in Gourmont’s 
woodcut).46 This image meets all the equestrian archetypical motifs of   
triumph, and it is the first portrayal of a triumphant rider depicted over 
trampled men since these were portrayed in some of the Romanesque 
churches, which usually refer to Constantine the Great.47  
 Thereafter, most triumphant images are of St. George or warlords. 
This portrayal is far more than a laudatory reference; it is an outright invi-
tation to Charles to re-grant privileges to the city of Bruges in return of 
their allegiance. Charles must have been inspired by this comparison to 
Alexander the Great, and indeed, by the whole spectacle, for he requested 
the entry to be repeated the next morning.48 Then something went terribly 
wrong. A barrage of mock explosions was lit too early, or not well, but it 
exploded at the moment of Charles’ passage. The horses could hardly be 
held in control, and that of Margaret was nearly squashed by the throng of 
frightened spectators. Finally everything calmed down, and according to 
Du Puys, the guests had a good laugh about the matter.49 However, maybe 
the affair foretold the future, for Bruges did not recover, and Charles soon 
had more important duties on hand.  
 The cavalcades seen in Charles’ joyous entry in Bruges started a 
Netherlandish tradition, which was to be followed by prints of cavalcades 
of the Counts of Holland (ca. 875-1558). These equestrian images of the 
early 16th century were readily available in the Low Countries, and crafts-
men such as Van Orley could draw upon them when designing rulership 
tapestries, as he did on behalf of the House of Nassau.   

                                                             
45 Vienna MS. Fol. 39v. 
46 See Plutach. Alexander the Great. IX, quoted from Anglo 1973: p. 14. 
47 Crozet 1970: pp. 14-58.  
48 Anglo 1973: p. 14. 
49 Ibid: p. 13. 
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The Counts of Holland 

In the second decade of the 16th century, five important cavalcades in 
print reached the market in the Low Countries. This trend was possibly 
set-off by the production of the Triumphal Procession of Maximilian I, 
which shows a large number of aristocrats and banner-carrying soldiers 
riding in formation as they greet the emperor. Initiated in 1512, it was not 
finished and printed until 1522. The procession is a one-men exaltation, a 
paper frieze consisting of 139 individual prints (together 54 m) made by a 
numbers of artisans under various masters, but of who the wood engraver 
Hans Burgkmair (1473-1531) seems to have been the coordinator.50 The 
question if, and how, this procession may have inspired the Dutch series 
depends on the possibility that northern artists had the opportunity to have 
seen parts of it, which is not improbable.  
 Maximilian, for example, had briefed his publisher in Nuremberg, 
a certain prior Melchior Pfinzing that no premature impression should be 
taken of the work.51 However, it so happened in 1518, that a servant of 
Pfinzing, having been informed by an engraver, warned him ‘that some 
impressions of part of his Imperial Majesty’s ‘Triumph’ had been openly 
offered for sale by a peddler during a church festival.’52 The peddler was 
arrested and the prints were duly confiscated. Pfinzing received a letter 
from the Nuremberg City Council, who begged him to pacify Maximilian, 
and to punish the guilty man in an ‘exemplary manner.’ It is not recorded 
what that ‘exemplary’ punishment actually was, but whilst one did not 
take the emperor’s wishes all to lightly, some obviously did. 
 The cavalcades from the Low Countries are The Nine Worthies, 
ca. 1510, by a certain master MG;53 The Nine Heroes, ca. 1520, by Lucas 
van Leyden (1494-1533); and, The Twelve Kings of Israel, ca. 1515-1517, 
and The Counts of Holland, both of 1518 and by Jacob Cornelisz. van 
Oostsanen (1470-1533).54 These cavalcades were preceded in 1510 by a 
number of single sheets with equestrian images of the saints George, 
Michel, Adrian, Eustace, and Quirinus of Neuss. Van Mander attributed 
these to Van Oostsanen, writing, ‘nine very nice men on horse, in wood-
cut, representing the nine Worthies, nicely and amusing.’ It is not known 
                                                             
50 Silver 2008: pp. 87. Of the 139 blocks, 136 are in the Albertina in Vienna, the where-
abouts of three other blocks is unknown to me. 
51 Thausing, Moriz. Albert Dürer: His Life and Work (trans.) Frederick A. Eaton, 1882, 
London, Vol. II: pp. 136-149. 
52 Baader, Missivbuch des Rathes im königlichen Archiv zu Nürnberg; Beiträge ii. 37, 
quoted in Thausing 1882: p. 145.  
53 Master MG, Hollstein XIII, 384-386. The monogram and date may be a later addition. 
54 Lucas van Leyden, The Nine Heroes (Hollstein V, 143-145). Cornelisz. van Oostsanen, 
The Twelve Kings of Israel (Hollstein V, 139-145), and The Counts of Holland (Hollstein 
V, 146-159). Hollstein ascribes the Nine Heroes to Cornelisz. van Oostsanen, and not to 
Lucas van Leyden, as does Jacobowitz 1983, see note 58, below. 
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why he identified them as nine worthies; today only five are known,55 or 
on what basis he made this attribution, since Van Oostsanen’s monogram 
is a union of the letters IMVA, which had not been deciphered until the 
mid-19th century. The monogram is found under the front hooves of St. 
Adrian’s stallion (fig. 8), whose horse performs the earlier discussed 
awkward leap, the medieval pose in which the horse has its front hooves 
slightly of the ground, and which often was used to depict a rider jumping 

over fallen enemy. Gradually this unrealistic pose would evolve into the 
more convincing rearing horse pose denoting triumph. The notion of an 
active crusader portrayed as Christian saint on horseback, may have been 
inspired by Erasmus’ (1469-1536) Enchiridian Militis Christiani, which 
idea much appealed to Charles V.56 
 Van Oostsanen contracted Doen Pietersz, a starting publisher, to 
distribute the Counts of Holland procession. Born in Amsterdam in ca. 
1480, this was Pietersz’s first important assignment.57 His signature is 
found in the upper right corner of the print.58 Many wood engravers must 
have seen it, at least in the northern provinces. This assignment may have 
gained him a good reputation, for shortly thereafter Pietersz. also reprinted 
some of Van Leyden’s work.59  
 What sets the Dutch series apart from the Triumphal Procession is 
that whilst the latter is a huge procession with some equestrian images, 
the Dutch series only contain equestrian riders. And, in the Procession the 
horses functions as carrier, whilst in the Dutch series they provide the 
rider the dignity and stature commensurate with their position. For exam-
ple, in Van Leyden’s The Twelve Kings of Israel, in the sheet portraying 
Jeroham, Uzziah, and Jotham (fig. 9), the horses clearly show both a clas-
sical triumphant rear, and an authorative collected gait. These poses fit 
the archetypical composition, and according to the analytical framework, 
the prints should have some communication purpose. It is unclear what 
purpose they had and why, or for whom, they were commissioned, still, 
the artist has graced them with regal equestrian poses. 

                                                             
55 See Mander, van. Levens, fol. 207v35-37 (in het leven van Jacob Cornelisz. van Oost-
sanen): ‘Neghen seer aerdighe Mannen te Peerde in houte print, wesende de negen beste, 
en zijn heel aerdigh en cluchtigh ghedaen.’ Quoted in Vogelaar, Christiaan, Jan Piet Filedt 
Kok, Huigen Leeflang, and Ilja M. Veldman. Lucas van Leyden en de Renaissance [ex. 
cat.]. Leiden, 2011: p. 317, note 2.   
56 Erasmus’ manual of the Christian soldier, published in Basel in 1502-03, see Chap. 2. 
57 Möller, Christiane. Jacob Cornelisz. van Oostsanen und Doen Pietersz (diss.). Munich, 
2005: pp. 53-54, and p. 217 (list of Pietersz/Oostsanen publications). 
58 Jacob Cornelisz. van Oostsanen, The Holy Riders – St. Adrian, 1510. Woodcut, 37.0 x 
24.8 cm, London, British Museum. nr. 1890,0118.5. See 5 prints at www.jacobcornelisz.nl 
/index. php/oeuvre/houtsneden/zelfstandige-prenten/108-heilige-ridders. 
59 Jacobowitz, Ellen S, and Stephanie Loeb Stepanek. The Prints of Lucas van Leyden & 

His Contemporaries [ex. cat.]. Washington, 1983: p. 267. See also Vogelaar 2011: p. 314. 
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 It has been argued that the series of The Counts of Holland, by 
Van Oostsanen, gives visual expression of the prevalent belief that the 
counts traced their ancestors back to God, albeit in these prints they seem-
ingly were satisfied by the series starting with Dirk I (ca. 875-939).60 Each 
count is identified by his name and personal heraldry, and some are ac-
companied by their wives. The series ends with Charles on sheet nine 
(fig. 10, below, right),61 which was made before being crowned in 1519, 
for he is yet to be graced with the imperial crown. It is the first example 
of dynastic equestrian imagery including rulers of past generations. 

 
 

Fig. 10. Cornelisz. van Oostsanen, 3 of 14 sheets from The Counts of Holland.62 
 
  

 Although it has been suggested that the Counts of Holland wanted 
to appear in the first place as members of the more distinguished 
Habsburg family, this may not necessarily be the case.63 In the ninth sheet, 
for instance (fig. 10, right), all the counts and countesses are addressed in 
the ablativus as ‘de’ (from), whist Charles is addresses in the accusatives 
as ‘ad’ (of), which suggests that the series is a justification of the Dutch 
roots of the Burgundian-Hapsburg dynasty.64 
 Still, in a cavalcade of Charles V, Ferdinant I (Charles’ brother, 
1503-1564), and their four sisters, possibly by Lucas van Leyden (fig. 11), 
made some years after Charles was crowned, there are conflicting signals. 
Although the print confirms the earlier print, in so far that the verse right 

                                                             
60 The argument is based on a text by Cornelius Aurelius, Cronycke van Hollandt, Leiden, 
1517: p. 158, which contained illustrations by Van Leyden. The chronicle actually presents 
Dutch rulers as descendants of the Romans, who ‘were said to have been designated by the 
gods as rulers of the world.’ See for this Jacobowitz 1983: p. 154. 
61 Dissimilar to Van Leyden’s series The Nine Heroes, where the sheets overlap to consti-
tute a continuous procession; The Counts are 14 complete blocks without overlaps. 
62 Three of fourteen sheets; from left to right: Arnulf, Dirck III, Dirck IV, and Floris I;  
Floris II, Dirck VI, Floris III, and Dirk VII; Mary of Burgundy, Maximilian I, Philip the 
Bold, and Charles V. Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet, (inv. RP-P-BI-6235A, sheet 2), 
(inv. RP-P-BI-6235D, sheet 4), (inv. RP-P-BI-6235, sheet 9). See Vogelaar: pp. 316-317. 
63 Kempers, Bram. ‘Loyalty and Identity in the Low Countries, Regional, National and 
Global Imagery in the Sixteenth Century,’ pp. 46, in Kessel, Peter (ed.). The Power of Im-

agery. Rome, 1992. 
64 Jacobowitz 1983: p. 316, II0.3. 
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below the four sisters starts with, ‘noyt machtigher Vlamijnc…’ stressing 
their Flemish heritage,65 family members no longer are headed by personal 
heraldry. Instead, the escutcheons of the 27 Habsburg dominions surround 
them.66 Moreover, in the middle of the print the Habsburg shield with the 
insigne of the Golden Fleece is placed, and a banner containing Charles’ 
personal motto Plus Oultre connects the two Pillars of Hercules. Accord-
ing to Greek mythology, these pillars bore the warning Nec plus ultra 
(‘nothing further beyond’), serving as advice to sailors and navigators to 
go no further, albeit Charles wanted his empire to reach the four corners 
of the world. The print of Charles, his brother, and the four princesses is 
reminiscent of the Family Tree of Maximilian I, from his Triumphal Arch 

(fig. 12), as in both prints the emperors hold a drawn sword as symbol of 
justice.67 By the 1520s, prints of Maximilian’s procession may have found 
their way to the Low Countries, for he had to control a vast empire, which 
could only be furthered by the representational presence of his being.  
 But, why this sudden interest in Dutch cavalcades? To be sure, Van 

Oostsanen and Pietersz. came from the north and they may have enjoyed 

demand for imagery of the Counts of Holland, whilst in the south demand 

for Habsburg imagery must have been stronger. In fact, we are observing 
one of the great paradoxes of supply and demand: which comes first? As 
discussed, the city council of Bruges presented Charles with an illustrated 
handmade manuscript of his joyous entry, and, had the document printed 
in Paris with the purpose of propagating his outstanding qualities to a far 
larger audience. The transition to the printing press was gradual, since the 
changeover from one technology to another takes time; demonstrated by 
the wood engravers continued business. However, the cultural elite in the 
north was abuzz of talk about the new media.68 Rulers, or their supporters, 
recognized the opportunities thus presented; witness the sudden and large 
supply of prints of men on horseback. What had started with the portray-
als of antiquities heroes was followed by those of rulers, who justified 
their hereditary rights with imagery of dynasties that guaranteed the sur-
vival and prosperity of their lands; precisely what the citizens sought. 
This happened in a mere generation. Maximilian’s complex Triumphal 

Arch was overtaken by the huge coverage achieved by publishers using 
the printing press, and later, in the Low Countries, this new capability 
would become part of the revolutionary strategy. 

                                                             
65 Ibid: p. 11. 
66 Hoop Scheffer 1972: p. 11, cat. 4. See also Hollstein, Dutch & Flemish Etchings, En-

gravings and Woodcuts, 1450-1700, The Antwerp Years, 1554-1575, XIV: p. 167, I. The 
print is part of the collection of Friedrich August of Saksen. 
67 The unsheathed sword is a medieval symbol of the cardinal virtue of Justice. 
68 Eisenstein, Elisabeth L. The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe. Cambridge 
University Press, 1983: pp. 47-56.  
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Hunting imagery 

The aristocrat’s main aspiration in life was to be a good Christian soldier, 
and training for this was to participate in hunts and tournaments. Besides, 
the hunt was the aristocrat’s favourite pastime, and its portrayal was also 
used as metaphor for military, if not rulership competence, and a means 
to emphasise hierarchal standing and dignity.69  
 In his War in the Middle Ages, the chronicler Philippe Contamine 
refers to the warrior aspect of hunting, writing, ‘Because of its role in 
contemporary armies, all exercise on horseback (by the knightly classes), 
and notably hunting could be considered as preparation for war.’70 To 
Maximilian I, hunting was his main passion.71 In his biography, Weiss-

kunig, he informs a companion of the role of falconry,72 “The falcon hunt 
is a public enjoyment and a hidden wisdom.” He was comparing the 
bird’s agility with his own military prowess, adding, “Thus I do conquer 
my enemies.”73 Maximilian’s biography includes the analogy between the 
skills and endurance of hunting and that of warfare, when discussing the 
merits of the stag hunt.74 Knowledge of the hunting ritual was a form of 
initiation into the club of noble peers.  
 Since the Late Middle Ages hunters had to comply with strict 
laws of the forest.75 Though many people could hunt, there was a clear 
distinction between the classes, or as William Langland wrote in a 14th 
century hunting poem titled, Piers Plowman, ‘lewede men to labory, 
lordes to honte.’76 But even within the aristocracy there was rank and or-
der: large game like stag and bear being the domain of the high nobility.77 
                                                             
69 Almond, Richard. Medieval Hunting. Gloucestershire, 2003: p. 34. 
70 Contamine, Philippe. War in the Middle Ages (trans. Michael Jones). Oxford, 1984: p. 
215. Quoted in Almond 2003: p. 35. 
71 Silver 2008: p. 174. 
72 Owning falcons was a status symbol. Falconry was described as a symbol of selfless 
public care by Joannes Sambucus (1531-1584) in his Emblemata Cura publica of 1564 
(Emblemata cum aliquot nummis antiqui operas), and hunting with falcons was depicted 
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73 Musper, H. Theodor (ed.). Kaiser Maximilian I Weisskunig. Stuttgart, 1965: p. 236. 
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 Women also played an important role, taking a real and active 
part in certain types of the hunt.78 Mary of Burgundy (1457-1482), the 
first wife of Maximilian I, was the personification of this type of women, 
being a fine horsewoman.79 Later it will be argued that women may also 
have played an important role in the commissioning of hunting tapestries.  

Tournaments were occasions for which nobles and knights from 
far away would make their presence. These were seen as a good way to 
provide visible magnificence, or as was noted in Weisskunig, ‘Whenever 
he had respite from wars, he had tournaments held at his court and was in 
them himself. His court became famous throughout the world, so that 
from many lands came princes, counts, lords, and knight, who, however, 
were bested by the king. It should be noted that he extended his knightly 
hand towards knightly honour, which he attained in the future memory of 
the people with great honour.’80  

Maximilian likely owned a copy of De Arte Venandi cum Avibus, 
by Frederick II of Hohenstaufen, the author of a practical book on fal-
conry.81 The standard book on hunting was Gaston Phoebus’ (1331-1391) 

Livre de chasse, possibly commissioned by John the Fearless, Duke of 
Burgundy (reigned 1404-1419).82 Many copies were made in the early 15th 
century, of which 37 have been preserved.83 In this richly illustrated book 
Maximilian would have seen illuminations of the bear hunt (fig. 13). The 
representation of horse and rider are exemplary for those seen throughout 
the book. Generally the riders are better portrayed than are their horses, 
who appear far to slight for hunting. This also applies to horses seen in 
The King Modus’ Book on Hunting, written by Henri de Ferrières in 1370 
on behalf of Philip de Good, Duke of Burgundy (reigned 1419-1467). It is 
the oldest French book on hunting, numerous copies were made, and the 
one held today in Brussels contains descriptive illuminations attributed to 
the Master of Girart (fig. 14).84 The portrayals of horses in both books are 
still medieval in design and form a bridge between the silhouette styles as 
seen on the seal of Count Floris V of Holland (fig. 17), and the woodcuts 
of rulers and aristocrats of the early 16th century. 
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By far the most impressive way to demonstrate dignity and mag-
nificence to a wide audience was by way of tapestries. These were part of 
Maximilian’s travelling household during important trips, and shipped to 
other residences. Displaying tapestries abroad was by no means unique. 
The emperor carried on a centuries-old tradition when, for instance, the 
Dukes of Burgundy shipped dozens of tapestries from one residence to 
another.85 Even as late as the 18th century the so-called ‘Versailles-model’ 
of the court, when rulers resided in one official palace, was the exception 
rather than the rule.86 Charles V once stating, “kings do not need palaces,” 
adopted the routine of continuous travel from his Burgundian ancestors, 
spending most of the time moving between his main residences.87 To em-
bellish these he could chose from hundreds of tapestries. Some were part 
of a series, such as the History of Gideon that consisted of thirteen pieces, 
and the History of Alexander the Great of eight. Depicting allegorical or 
historical scenes, these tapestries functioned as metaphors for his princely 
deeds. The series selected for the occasion were rolled-up and travelled 
with the emperor and his entourage in wagons, and upon arrival hung in-
side, but also on the façade of the visited castle, as what has been called 
‘portable propaganda.’88  
 The political importance of the public display of these tapestries 
was also demonstrated in 1461, when Philip the Good visited Paris on the 
occasion of the coronation of Louis XI. The façade of his Hôtel d’Artois 
was covered with the Gideon and Alexander tapestries. According to Jef-
frey Chipps Smith, who studied the Burgundian practice of travelling 
with, and displaying art, ‘local chroniclers remarked that the residents of 
Paris of all ranks came in huge numbers and at all hours to admire the 
tapestries.’89 He further suggests that the display made the point that the 
duke, rather than the king, should be considered the modern-day Alexan-
der.90 Presumably, then, Philip was reminding the citizens of Paris that 
just as Alexander had conquered vast territories, so he [Philip] had built a 
new realm—the Low Countries—that outshone the Kingdom of France.  
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The technical skill of hunting was an important aspect of image-
building. Cosimo I, for example, commissioned the Flemish engraver and 
painter Jan van der Straet (Stradanus after he moved to Italy in 1549), to 
design tapestries depicting his hunting experiences. The series was made 
up of twenty-four pieces dedicated to the various modes of hunting wild 
animals, which were mainly based on Gaston Phoebus’ Livre de chasse. 
However, the most extensive visualization was Van Orley’s The Hunts of 

Maximilian, which celebrates the ceremonial aspects of the hunt in twelve 
monthly tapestry scenes. 

Van Orley was one of the leading tapestry designers of his age, 
having worked extensively for possibly the most important commissioner 
of tapestries in the Habsburgian era: Margaret of Austria (1480-1530), 
Landvoogdes in the Low Countries.91 Having started his career as painter, 
making an iconic portrait of a youthful Charles in 1519,92 he excelled in 
tapestry design by, among others, adding ornamental borders as if these 
were picture frames, and thereby adopted the accepted practice of imitat-
ing paintings in a woven form.93 Early in his career he developed an inno-
vative approach to creating depth and pictorial space in his monumental 
designs.94 Van Orley had studied Raphael’s (1483-1520) cartoons for the 
tapestries of the Acts of the Apostles, made in Brussels on behalf of Pope 
Leo X (1513-1521), which soon led to his larger than life-size figures as 
seen in his military and hunting scenes that invariably portrayed men on 
horseback.95 

The Hunts of Maximilian tapestry set was a posthumous tribute to 
Maximilian I, and was commissioned by Charles’ younger sister Mary of 
Hungary (1505-1558).96 Portrayed are Charles, Maximilian, and Ferdi-
nand I (besides many other hunters), and they are situated in the Forêt de 

Soignes, the huge park outside of Brussels.97 A later copy of the series is 
on display in the Louvre. Covering two huge walls, one has some idea of 
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95 Standen, Edith A. ‘Some Sixteenth-Century Flemish Tapestries Related to Raphael’s 
Workshop.’ The Metropolitan Museum of Fine Art. New York: pp. 109-121. See also Des-
sart, Charles (ed.). Bernard van Orley. Brussels, 1953: p. 60. Moreover, a substantial 
number of Raphaelesque drawings were in Brussels in the 1520s (Standen: p. 112).  
96 Delmarcel 1999: p. 97. 
97 Ibid: p. 101. 
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the impact of just four of these tapestries.98 Majestic as these scenes are, 
they also have moments of tenderness, such as one rider gently putting an 
arm on his wife’s shoulder standing nearby (fig. 15). The borders of the 
tapestries are full of flora woven in luscious colours, which is typical for 
Van Orley. During the same period that weaver Willem der Moyer started 
working on The Hunts of Maximilian, he also received Hendrik III’s com-
mission for the Nassau Genealogy (ca. 1529). 

It is not surprising that both series show similarities. For example, 
in the hunt’s Month of September (fig. 15), a mule is depicted in every 
aspect similar to the one Mencia de Mendoza is seen riding in the Nassau 

Genealogy (Hendrik III’s 3rd wife, Chapter 2, fig. 10). Noble ladies riding 
mules should not be interpreted as purely a Spanish custom, for it was 
usual in Europe for women to do so. In the early Netherlandish woodcuts 
just discussed, noble ladies such as the Countess of Holland, and Mary of   
Burgundy ride mules (fig. 10).99 Van Orley also depicted fleeing Italian 
women on mules in a tapestry set on behalf of Charles V to commemorate 
his victory over the French army under the command of King Charles I at 
Pavia (Lombardy, Italy), on 24 February 1525.100 This set was delivered in 
ca. 1531, the same period that the hunting tapestries were being finished, 
as was the Genealogy. 

Surprisingly, it appears that in many cases it were the Burgundian 
women who commissioned tapestries. Already mentioned is Mary of 
Hungary as participant in the hunt, but she also acquired many tapestries 
on behalf of Maximilian, and commissioned The Hunts of Maximilian.101 
Margaret of Austria had an extensive commission policy, having acquired 
tapestries from Bruges, Doornik and Edingen. Also other princesses of the 
House of Habsburg collected tapestries, such as Catharine of Habsburg 
(1507-1578), Charles’ youngest sister, who had a large collection, and 
Margaret of Parma, Charles’ daughter, and governor of the Low Coun-
tries (1559-1567), even owned 213 tapestries. Excluding Margaret of 

                                                             
98 After Bernard van Orley, The Hunts of Maximilian, Month of September, 1531-1533. 
Tapestry, 5.63 x 4.40 m. Louvre, Paris. This is the ninth tapestry in a series representing 
the twelve months of the year with scenes from the hunting parties of Maximilian. This 
example illustrates a stag hunt, and was also known as the Belles Chasses de Guise, after 
its French owner in the first half of the 17th century. It entered the French royal collections 
early in the reign of Louis XIV, where it quickly became celebrated as a masterpiece of the 
art of tapestry. The landscape is said to be after a design of the Forêt de Soignes by Jan 
Tons (1500-1570, or thereafter). See Guy Delmarcel in Campbell 2002: pp. 329-337. 
These tapestries took sixty men two years to produce. See for this Liesenborgh, P. Het ede-

le vermaak. De jacht in de Spaanse Nederlanden onder de Aartshertogen. Leuven, 2005. 
99 Hoop Scheffer 1972: p. 11, app., cat. 4.   
100 Bernard van Orley, Battle of Pavia, ca. 1632. Tapestry, 1138 x 775 cm. Naples, Galleria 
Nazionale di Capodimonte.  
101 Delmarcel 1999: p. 97. 
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Parma’s tapestries, the Habsburg collection may have amounted to some 
701 tapestries.102  

In fact, there may be a simple explanation for these women to 
have played such an important role in the commissioning of tapestries. 
Their husbands were often on the move, visiting one city after another, on 
Kreitz meetings, or in battle. Some tapestry-sets took years to produce, 
and smaller sets also demanded attention. Between design, the fabrication 
of cartons, and finally the weaving itself, many decisions had to be taken. 
Moreover, a large number of tapestries portrayed subjects particularly ap-
pealing to women. Delmarcel suggests that of the Habsburg inventory, 
which could not be drawn-up until after the death of Philip II in 1598, 
40% were decorative tapestries of green and floral motifs, 29% historical 
and mythological subjects, 14% were allegorical sets, and 13% religious 
motifs.103 The hunting and military subjects are included in the historical 
category. If indeed the majority of tapestries had a feminine character, 
than it stands to reason that these may have been their projects. This is of 
some importance since Mencia de Mendoza knew Van Orley well, and 
may have been involved in the commission of the Nassau Genealogy. 

Van Orley’s three monumental tapestry series were delivered in 
the same year, in 1531. It is not surprising, therefore, that his horses are 
fashioned in similar ways. These are more lively and life-like than in the 
woodcuts and joyous entries, whilst only a few years separate these. Van 
Orley’s range of equine poses is large, with horses shown in full gallop, 
twisting, and rearing (fig. 16).  

Hendrick Goltzius applied these expressive equine postures to his 
Roman Heroes series, and later Rubens painted special studio models that 
aided him in his many hunting scenes. No haute école ‘airs above the 
ground’ poses, but real-life expressions of power and souplesse. The point 
being that the visual tradition of depicting equestrian ensembles, passed 
from one generation to the next, and within their momentary limitations, 
artists aimed for recognizable representations of men and horse. 
 Finally, there is a remarkable correlation between the Burgundian 
desire for the display of grandeur, and Hendrik’s apparent aspiration to 
exalt the Nassau dynasty. Whereas the House of Burgundy had to make 
good for the lack of a crown in their struggle with the kings of France, 
Nassau had to upgrade their House. 

                                                             
102 Ibid: p. 103. 
103 Ibid: pp. 101-103. Delmarcel warns that these percentages are guesstimates. 


